"PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION" IN THE TEACHING OF PATHOLOGY

In an article in the Atlantic Monthly of February, 1921, Mr. Stanwood Cobb describes "A new movement in education." The type of education which he considers has been given the name "Progressive Education." Although the article deals particularly with education in the primary grades, nevertheless, the question arises as to whether or not the principle which directs this movement may have application in more advanced technical education. A fundamental aim is to have the interest of the student aroused before his work is assigned. Although it might be presumed that the mere fact of a student's entrance into a school of medicine presupposes that his interest is sufficiently aroused to dictate the most active work in the furtherance of his technical training, yet all those who have taught in such schools know full well that such is not necessarily the case. The motives underlying the student's selection of a profession sometimes are extrinsic in origin; the purpose may have originated in the minds of parents or others. Again, the aim of the student may be different from the highest ideals of professional work. All too often the student regards certain of his subjects, particularly those of the preclinical years, as of little importance. Therefore, it becomes necessary to arouse interest on the part of a considerable number of students in any given class. Fundamentally, it might be assumed that were the teachers of the preclinical subjects to emphasize continuously the importance of these materials in the subsequent clinical work of the student that would be sufficient, but long experience in teaching pathology where this view has been particularly emphasized shows that even this...